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Abstract: The transition of our current energy system from a fossil-based system to a system based
on renewables is likely to be one of the most complex and long-term societal transitions in history.
The need for a fundamental system transformation raises the question of how to measure the
continuing progress and the resilience of this process over time. This paper aims at developing the
conceptualization and operationalization of resilience for energy systems in transition with regard
to both social and technical aspects. Based on the resilience concept in social-ecological systems
literature, we propose to conceptualize resilience for energy systems building on two core attributes
of resilience, namely diversity and connectivity. We present an indicator set to operationalize
these key attributes in social and technical systems using: (i) definitions and measurements for
three fundamental diversity properties—variety, balance and disparity—and (ii) basic connectivity
properties from the social network analysis literature—path length, centrality and modularity. Finally,
we reflect on possibilities for an application of these indicators in the social and technical system’s
spheres and discuss the added value of the approach for energy transition research.
Keywords: resilience; energy transition; socio-technical systems; social-ecological systems;
diversity; connectivity
1. Introduction
The envisaged transition of the energy system towards greater sustainability is one of the
major challenges of the 21st century [1]. A number of countries have set specific transition goals,
and have invested heavily in both technology development and infrastructure measures [2–10].
From an analytical perspective, energy transition processes can be understood as a succession of both
intended disruptive changes and incremental adaptation processes along a specific change path [11].
Throughout the change process, humans have to anticipate, to adapt to, and to learn from and within
fundamentally new situations, while taking into account the technical possibilities at disposition [12,13].
According to Grin et al. [14] “[transition processes] are interwoven with economic sectors (mobility, housing,
agriculture) and in fact deeply rooted in our societal structures, routines and culture.” The transition of
the energy system towards renewable energies and higher energy efficiency is a complex, and long-term
societal change. This implies that the transition of the energy system has to be analyzed in an integrative
way, taking into account the co-evolution of technological and societal factors [15].
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In the energy transition literature, decentralized energy systems are increasingly seen as being
key for achieving a low-carbon, renewable energy system [16]. As such the role of the regional
level has increasingly gained importance as has already been acknowledged by the European
Union [17]. For the remainder of the paper, we understand regions as territorial entities approximately
the size of nomenclature of territorial units for statistics (NUTS)-3 as defined by the European
Union [18]. Several scholars have analyzed the relevant factors for an energy transition at regional level.
Main points that have been discussed are the role of guiding visions and foresight, the characteristics
of the actors and social arenas involved in the transition process, the way institutionalization takes
place, and the development of the energy and material flows over time [19–27]. A handful of scholars
have developed models for analyzing and simulating transition processes [28–30]. These studies
identified, amongst others, the following issues: (i) Guiding visions are essential for initiating the
transition [20–22,31–33]; (ii) There is a significant delay between the initial vision until some physical
changes can be observed [19,23]; and (iii) the engagement of communal and regional stakeholders is
key to establishing a new governance structure through connecting actors in collaborative networks
and regional action arenas [34].
What has often not been explicitly integrated in these analyses is the fact that for a transition to be
successful, a faultless functioning of the energy system along the transition path is paramount [35].
In other words, the system has to remain resilient to external and internal shocks and unplanned
disruptions throughout the transition process [34,36,37]. For this to be achieved, both the technical
properties of the systems in transition as well as the connection to the social sphere have to be
considered along the different phases of the transition pathway (Figure 1). While social actors are
important to drive the transition, a faultless functioning of the technical energy production and
distribution systems is important both from an economic and political point of view to ensure public
support, and prevent unwanted disruptions of the transition process [38].
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When conceptually defining the resilience of the energy transition we have to understand what
an energy transitio implies and which aspects of the social and technical subsys em ch nge in which
way along the tran ition pathway. Envisioning the co-evolution be ween the social and the technical
subsystems, one should be able to observe emerging institutions and new players, e.g., new businesses
such as energy producers or suppliers of raw materials and the related changes in the governance
structure it goes in hand with. In addition, potential new funding mechanisms which would support
and foster the transition have to be taken into account [19,23,39–43]. When looking at the technical
aspects of the system, we expect the energy transition to bring about (i) development and utilization of
new technologies; (ii) increasing share of new (renewable) technologies in mix of energy generation;
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and (iii) become flexible as to deal with fluctuation in the loads and supply volatility [23,28,44–46].
Whereas the changes to be obtained seem to be clearly defined, there is lack of knowledge regarding
the resilience during the transition process itself or there is the need for “building the resilience of
a new direction” [47].
To our knowledge, no studies to date have explicitly analyzed and operationalized the factors
that affect the resilience of an energy system along a transition pathway, both from a social and
a technological perspective. In this paper we address this issue from a theoretical and conceptual point
of view. We aim at: (i) Conceptualizing the role of resilience with regard to both social and technical
aspects of energy transitions; (ii) Developing a set of indicators to analyze the resilience of the energy
system throughout the transition process; and (iii) giving first insights into how these indicators might
relate to transition processes.
We organize the paper along the following sections. We start off with a theory-driven conceptualization
of how to understand resilience for energy systems in transition in section two. We then propose
an operationalization of the resilience of energy systems based on a set of six indicators for both
diversity and connectivity in section three. In section four we discuss the possible application of the
resilience indicators in energy systems, before we conclude with general insights and further research
ideas in section five.
2. Conceptualizing Resilience of Systems in Transition
Resilience can be described as “the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganize
while undergoing change so as to still retain essentially the same function, structure, identity,
and feedbacks” [48]. In the same line of thought, [49] describes resilience of a system as the
capacity of the system and its components to withstand shocks (stability) as well as to adjust to
changing external conditions (adaptive capacity), based on the flexibility of the system’s configuration.
Systems themselves can be understood as an ensemble of qualitatively diverse system components
and their interlinkages, e.g., by means of flow of energy, or information. Based on this system
understanding, resilience can be defined as a function of the diversity of system components and the
connectivity patterns between the components [50,51].
In the tradition of systems thinking in a social-ecological systems (SES) understanding, research
following the seminal work by [52,53] in the field of ecology has pointed to both static and dynamic
elements of resilience, allowing a system to stay in a dynamic equilibrium state where system elements
are in a sustainable relation to one another, not endangering the long-term stability of the system [54,55].
A key concept in SES resilience is the adaptive cycle [53,55,56]. The core idea behind the adaptive cycle
is that as ecological and social systems are forced to adapt to internal and external change, on different
scales and over different spaces of time, the fundamental characteristics of the system changes in terms
of both diversity and connectivity.
In comparison to the SES literature, resilience thinking has only sporadically been used as
an explanatory concept in socio-technical (STS) studies. Aside from studies with a strong technical
orientation [44,57,58], the only scholars who have tried to link a comprehensive resilience concept to
socio-technical issues to our knowledge are [59,60]. The authors stress the commonalities between SES
and STS as complex adaptive systems, and base their call for an application of resilience as a guiding
research concept to STS on the argument that, very much as in SES, STS research should be able to give
informed policy recommendations in how to support the progress towards more sustainable societies,
and therefore must also give answers “over who governs, whose system framings count, and whose
sustainability gets prioritized” [60].
For the remainder of the paper, we build on this understanding of resilience in STS by combining
the SES resilience concept with a STS systems understanding [55,60–62], which is based on the idea
that socio-technical transformation processes go hand in hand with a co-development of the social and
technical system [63,64]. Within this understanding, ecological aspects are indirectly accounted for via
the resource-base that underlies the respective technologies. We consider a transition resilient if the
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resulting system is resilient along the whole transition process, in analogy to the phases of the adaptive
cycle [56]. Thus, during a resilient energy transition the systems will pass through stable and adaptive
stages, characterized by differing configurations of both the social and the technical components of the
energy system, but will never lose its overall resilience.
3. Operationalizing Resilience of Energy Systems in Transition
Based on the resilience understanding presented above, we propose to operationalize the resilience
of energy systems in transition building on two core attributes of resilience, namely diversity and
connectivity [50,51]. While the measure of diversity is linked to the structural attributes of the system,
connectivity is process oriented and related to the interaction between the system components [65–67].
Following [56], these two system characteristics co-determine a system’s structural stability and
adaptive capacity in the face of continuously changing external conditions, as well as in the face of
disruptive shocks. According to Holling (1973) “Stability, . . . , is the ability of a system to return to an
equilibrium state after a temporary disturbance. The more rapidly it returns to an equilibrium state
and with the least fluctuation, the more stable it is”.
This implies that there is a need for a minimal level of both component-based diversity and
interaction-based connectivity so that resilience of the system be attained, while the levels of diversity
and connectivity will vary along the transition pathway in order for the system to maintain its adaptive
capacity [68].
Operationalization of social sphere: social arenas
With respect to the analysis of the social system, one possibility to tackle the great number of
actors and their complex interaction patterns is to work with the concept of “social arenas” [20,32].
Social arenas are defined as “societal subsystems or spheres, characterized by their rationality and
codes depending on their function” (translated from [20]). Commonly these arenas are differentiated
through their specific structure and their functional characteristics, distinguishing, e.g., between the
political, the entrepreneurial or the private household arena. For the transition to be resilient and to
ensure the functionality of the system, actors of different arenas have to be included and they have
to collaborate with each other [37]. Thereby, we look at social connectivity as the exchange patterns
between actors from different social arenas, while we consider diversity as the functional qualitative
difference between arenas.
Operationalization of the technical sphere: technologies
With respect to the technical system, we distinguish between different groups of (renewable)
energy production technologies. Kost et al. [69] have applied a differentiation in production technology
groups with respect to their (relative) locality. This is more precise than only studying the energy
sources and it is less detailed than analyzing each specific technology. For the determination of
diversity, we suggest to consider different forms of technologies, such as hydropower (small and big
plants), photovoltaic (rooftop and open field), solar thermal energy, biomass heating, and combined
heat power production (CHP). With regard to connectivity, we base our operationalization on the
transmission infrastructure that links the various production entities amongst each other, and to
the consumers. In the following subsections, we suggest six metrics for measuring diversity and
connectivity, accounting for both the social and the technical components of the energy system.
3.1. Diversity
According to [70] the definitions and measurements of diversity are similar across disciplines and
system contexts. Diversity can be conceptualized by three fundamental properties: Variety, balance
and disparity (Table 1). Each of these properties has been found to be necessary but insufficient to
conceptualize diversity [71,72]. Scholars have still, not found a fourth property which is relevant for
diversity [70].
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Table 1. Suggested measures for operationalizing diversity in socio-technical energy systems (based
on [70]).
Diversity
Indicator Definition Social System Technical System
Variety Category count N
Number of types of social arenas
present in the regional energy
governance structure
Role for resilience:
Higher adaptability and stability
through integration of different
views and perspectives
Number of groups of
technologies present in the local
energy production system
Role for resilience:
Integration of different
technologies, basis for flexibility
and adaptability
Balance
Shannon evenness
S = −∑
i
pi ln(pi)
lnN
Shannon Weaver
(includes variety)
S = −∑
i
pi ln(pi)
Number of actors per social arena
in comparison to overall number
of actors
Role for resilience:
Indicator for stability, efficiency,
flexibility
Share of technology groups in
overall energy production
Role for resilience:
Shows how much the region
relies on one energy technology
group (energy portfolio)
Disparity
Di = f (dij)
f (dij): function of distance
in disparity space between
categories i and j
Qualitative differentiation
between arenas
Role for resilience:
Determines stability, transaction
costs and flexibility
Qualitative differentiation
between technologies
Role for resilience:
Diverse technologies—basis for
adaptability to uncertain
external shocks
3.1.1. Variety
Variety is “the number of categories (we use the term type) into which system elements are
apportioned” [70]. According to [70], “all else being equal, the higher the variety, the greater the
diversity”. It is quantified by the “category count” (N; Table 1).
Social: In the social system, variety relates to the question of how many types of social arenas are
prevalent in the governance structure of the regional energy system (e.g., politics, industry, research,
society or media). Role for resilience: From a resilience perspective increasing variety of social arenas
leads to an increasing amount of perspectives and viewpoints present in the regional energy discourse.
This can lead to an increasing adaptive capacity but potentially less stability, which might be supportive
for systemic change. A low variety of social arenas can imply less diverse perspectives and viewpoints
but potentially higher stability. A too low variety on a long run, however, might also lead to the
destabilization of the systems, as relevant actor groups (arenas) might be excluded.
Technical: In the technical system, variety refers to the amount of different types of renewable
energy technologies present in the region (e.g., photovoltaic, solar heat, hydropower, combined heat
and power, [60]). Role for resilience: A large variety of technologies might destabilize and increase
the costs of the energy system, as, e.g., technologies within different load types (base load and peak
load) have to be aligned and integrated into the system [45,46,73,74]. This lowers the actual stability
but can increase the adaptive capacity: a high variety of technology groups also represents a window
of opportunity where new technologies emerge and potentially lead to a system change if they can
be integrated into the existing structure. At the stabilization point of the transition, the best suited
technologies establish themselves. A low variety within the technical system contributes to stability
but lowers the potential adaptive capacity of the energy system, which might be needed to react to
external shocks.
3.1.2. Balance
Balance relates to the patterns of allocation of the elements across the different categories.
Stirling [70] proposes several indicators for measuring the balance. The most popular and easiest to
use is the Shannon index. The Shannon evenness index [60] is the one explicitly used to measure the
balance (Table 1, Equation (1)):
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Shannon Evenness-Pielou S = −∑
i
pi ln(pi)
lnN
(1)
where ln the natural logarithm and pi the proportion of system category i [60]; N: number of types of
arenas or energy technology groups.
Kharrazi et al. [75] suggested applying the Shannon-Weaver index which combines the variety
and balance (Table 1, Equation (2)):
Shannon-Weaver S = −∑
i
pi ln(pi) (2)
where ln the natural logarithm and pi the proportion of system comprises category i [70,75].
In both cases: The higher the value of the Shannon index is, the more even the balance is.
According to [70] “all else being equal, the more even is the balance, the greater the diversity”.
Social: In the social system balance relates to the question of how many actors are active in each
type of social arena compared to the overall number of actors in the regional energy governance
system. Role for resilience: From a resilience perspective, a high balance is related to a more even
distribution of the viewpoints within the regional governance structure and provides stability to
the system. This might, however, lead to decreasing efficiency as suggested by [51]. An uneven
distribution of viewpoints might lead to a domination by one party and potentially foster a transition,
but also lead to a neglect of significant aspects for the stabilization of each transition step.
Technical: In the technical system balance refers to the share of each technology group in the overall
energy production [70]. Role for resilience: From a resilience perspective, a high balance implies a more
even distribution of technologies might provide a lower stability (different load types must be handled
etc.), and potentially a higher degree of flexibility and adaptability, depending, however, on the type
of technology. A low balance means that energy generation is driven by mostly a specific technology
group. This potentially leads to a higher stability of the system but at the same time to a lower degree
of flexibility and potential for adaptability.
3.1.3. Disparity
Disparity relates to “the manner and the degree in which the elements may be distinguished” [64]
(p. 709). We suggest to calculate a multi-attributive disparity [70,71,76] (Table 1, Equation (3)).
Thereby disparity (Di) is a function of the different attributes characterizing either the arenas or the
technology groups [60,70]:
Di = f (dij) (3)
f (dij): function of distance in disparity space between categories i and j.
With the analysis of the multi-attributive disparity we can account for different attributes of the
social and technical systems. According to [64] (p. 709) “all else being equal, the more disparate are
the presented elements, the greater the diversity”.
Social: In the social system disparity relates to the question how different from each other the arenas
are. Possible attributes for the disparity analysis are (i) time horizon of different actors (short-term
for entrepreneurs vs. medium-term for politicians) [31]; (ii) their modes of action (communication,
coordination); (iii) their structure, and functionality (legislation for politicians, investments for
entrepreneurs) [20]; (iv) and their spatial reference (regional for politicians, cross-regional for
entrepreneurs, local for private households) [31]. Role for resilience: From a resilience perspective the
higher the disparity among the arenas, the higher is the adaptive capacity of the social system because
different and diverse types of knowledge and viewpoints can be integrated into the regional energy
discourse. A high disparity, thus, contributes to avoiding “short-sightedness” within the social system
and creates new options and strategy spaces. Low disparity implies that the knowledge base and
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viewpoints of the arenas involved are similar. This lowers the transaction costs, makes the system
more efficient and potentially stabilizes it, however, potentially reducing its adaptive capacity.
Technical: For the technical system attributes for analyzing the disparity of the different energy
production technologies can be: (i) Type and availability or scarcity of energy carrier; (ii) CO2 emissions;
(iii) Dependency on weather (sun or wind); (iv) Production costs; (iv) Surface consumption per kWh;
and (v) efficiency of each technology group [69,77–82]. Role for resilience: From a resilience perspective
disparity is the system’s structural basis to “choose” between qualitatively diverse alternatives.
High disparity provides a broad portfolio of options for a system to develop and is a crucial factor
in terms of preparedness to especially unforeseen shocks. Low disparity means that the technology
“portfolio” to choose from is rather limited, having, e.g., similar dependencies on environmental
conditions or similar environmental impacts. Low disparity also implies a low flexibility and adaptive
capacity. It can also imply a high redundancy, making the system more stable.
3.2. Connectivity
We build upon basic concepts from network analysis in order to operationalize connectivity in the
technological and social sphere. Based on the social network analysis literature [83,84], as well as the
application of network metrics to energy systems [57], we identify three main aspects of connectivity,
namely path length, centrality and modularity.
3.2.1. Average Path Length
The average path length describes how many intermediate steps must be taken to establish
a connection between any two components of a system (Table 2). A short average path-length allows
a system to be more easily steered, and for information to circulate faster [84].
Table 2. Suggested measures for operationalizing connectivity in socio-technical energy systems.
Connectivity
Indicator Definition Social System Technical System
Average Path
Length
Average path length
lG = i > jl(i, j)n(n)(n− 1)2 [85]
with average path length in the
network being the arithmetical
mean of all the distances.
lG = 1n(n−1) ∑i 6=j dij [85]
Number of steps it takes to
reach other actors from other
arenas along the shortest path.
Role for resilience:
A shorter path length facilitates
the sharing of knowledge
and experience.
Length of the transmission
lines between production and
consumption sites.
Role for resilience:
A shorter path length speeds
up the propagation of harmful
supply perturbations.
Degree
Centrality
Degree Centrality
CD(ni) = d(ni) = ∑ xij = ∑ xji [84]
The degree centrality of a node is
calculated by summing up the
connections that a node has to other
components in the network.
One can distinguish between in-
and out-degree centrality.
The Average Degree, which is an
indicator of the overall density of
the network, can be defined as:
d = ∑
g
i=1 d(ni)
g [84]
Number of connections of actors
within one arena to actors in
other arenas in comparison to
overall possible number of
connections.
Role for resilience:
A higher centrality reflects
a higher coordination power.
Number of connections to
other producers or/and
consumers in the
distribution network.
Role for resilience:
High degree centrality,
Nodes represent
Intervention points.
Modularity
Modularity Index
Q = ∑i(eii − ai)2 [86]
where eii is the fraction of edges in
the network between any two nodes
in the module i, and ai the total
fraction of links originating from it
and connecting nodes belonging to
different ones.
Measure of the tendency of
actors from different arenas to
form subgroups which are
detached from the rest of
the network.
Role for resilience:
Higher modularity increases the
creation of new ideas within
partially secluded subgroups.
Measure of autonomy of
certain parts of the
distribution network
Role for resilience:
Higher modularity allows
an autonomous functioning of
parts of the system (islanding).
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Social: Applied to the social part of the system, the average path length can be interpreted as the
relative social distance between actors from different social arenas. It can be measured by looking
at whether actors are in direct contact with one another, and if not, how many mediating steps lay
between them [87,88]. A shorter average path length between actors from different arenas allows for
a faster propagation of information between the social arenas. This is important to have an exchange
on different views of how to further develop the energy system with respect to transition goals, as well
as to coordinate network activities in an efficient way [85,89]. Role for resilience: direct communication
channels between actors from different arenas related to low average path length strengthens resilience
by allowing for effective short-term collaborative action in the face of imminent shocks. Furthermore,
efficient sharing of knowledge and experience across different arenas due to direct links between actors
also allows for a higher adaptive capacity of the system in the longer run [83,88].
Technical: Average path-length in the technical system can be understood as the average length of
the transmission lines between different nodes (production & consumer). While longer path lengths
imply a higher loss of energy given a stable loss per km of wire, the propagation “speed” of supply
perturbation will most likely be lower in systems with higher path lengths, i.e., with more potential
intervention points (nodes) for a given grid size. Role for resilience: Higher-path length (more nodes
between different parts of the system) results in a slowing-down of the propagation of harmful
supply perturbations. Ash and Newth [90] suggested that longer path lengths can be a stabilizing
factor increasing resilience in technical systems that are prone to cascading effects, such as energy
distribution networks.
3.2.2. Degree Centrality
Degree centrality describes the relative position of a network component (actors, electricity
production sites etc.) with respect to the other components of the system [91,92]. It is calculated as the
number of direct links that exist between a network component and its network environment [83,93].
When looking at the system as a whole, average degree describes the overall centralization of the
network, in other words the concentration of network ties linked to individual actors or system
components, as the sum of the individual degree centrality measures in relation to the overall number
of possible ties. Components with an over-average centrality in a system can be described as hubs,
which are central for the functioning of a networked system due to their role as connecting entities
(brokers), building bridges between otherwise unconnected actors and/or technical components of the
system [90].
Social: Degree centrality measures can be applied to measure the importance of actors within
the social arenas with respect to their capacity to be in direct contact with other actors both within as
well as across arena boundaries. The higher degree centrality is, the higher the coordination power of
actors within the system, e.g., with regard to planning and implementing changes to the production
and distribution capacities of the regional energy system. High degree centrality supports actors in
making their concerns heard. Due to their central position in the network, central actors can actively
steer governance processes, and take influence on others. On the downside, if central actors are
exposed to too many obligations, they may also be constrained in taking specific, especially unpopular,
action [94,95]. Role for resilience: in the face of system-wide shocks, the initiation and coordination of
collaborative action by central actors, who can directly communicate with many other actors across the
various arenas allows for a swift implementation of specific adaptation measures. Central actors can be
important to steer collective action in social systems, by coordinating activities across arena boundaries.
Central actors can also have the power to slow down or even prevent a system to adapt to changing
circumstances if they follow certain vested interests [88]. Central actors can also act as knowledge
brokers across arena boundaries, giving them high power in what information they distribute, for
example concerning financial or technical issues [96].
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Technical: Within the technical system, degree centrality measures can be applied to estimate
the role technology groups (e.g., solar, wind, etc.) have with respect to both the overall output they
generate, as well as to the number of pro-/consumers they are linked to. If centrality is high, the
production or distribution sites of the individual technology groups can be seen as local hubs of the
system, which are critical for the system’s stability and should be protected, especially in scale-free
networks [90]. As centrality partially correlates with modularity, high-centrality nodes bridging
between (production-) modules have an above average importance for the stability of the system
as a whole [84,85,97,98]. Role for resilience: central nodes represent intervention points to allow for
a swift (re-)stabilization of the system’s functioning in presence of external or internal shocks, but high
overall degree centrality can also have a destabilizing effect on (energy) network if these hubs are
removed or destabilized. Ash and Newth [90] proposed that interconnection of hubs (nodes with high
centrality measures) allow for a quick distribution and hence absorption of disturbances (p. 681), thus
propagating inter-hub connectivity. Other authors have come up with contrary views, stressing the
danger of (involuntary) hub-removals [99].
3.2.3. Modularity
Network modules describe parts of the network that share above-average interaction intensity
(when compared to the system as a whole) and that are partially detached from other parts of the
network [100,101]. Modularity measures can either be applied to predetermined entities (such as
social arenas) and be utilized to distinguish between in-group versus out-group connection, or can be
applied to investigate overall network structures [102].
Social: Modularity measures can be applied to measure the interaction intensity within social
arenas versus the interaction intensity between social arenas (see [87] for an application in the tourism
sector). If the modularity index is high, this means that many subgroups exist, which may be
detrimental to overall cooperation in the system. Low modularity measures indicate a homogenous
distribution of connections within the network, with actors from various arenas sharing similar
numbers of connections and a high potential for exchange of information across arena boundaries.
Role for resilience: High modularity can lead to an intense sharing of new ideas within partially
secluded subgroups, resulting in higher (local) innovation, and therefore higher overall adaptive
capacity of the system [94,95]. At the same time, high modularity can impede the flow of information
between actors that are not part of the same subgroup. If subgroups form across arena boundaries,
the variety of information shared is higher when compared to subgroups that are formed of actors from
the same arena. This is important when it comes to support regional (social) innovation processes [96],
which can lead to higher long-term resilience of the system by supporting both resistance and
adaptive capacity.
Technical: In the technical system, modularity measures describe the presence of autonomous
production or distribution modules within the overall network, which can sustain energy distribution
independently over a certain period of time. An autonomous functioning of certain parts of the system
allows a blocking-off of harmful effects by islanding parts of the network [103]. Role for resilience: [104]
suggest that the resilience of a system increases, if the overall modularity or/and the clustering of
a system increases. They relate this to concepts of edge resilience and node resilience (see [98] p. 116).
Shocks spread less quickly in modularized networks, and can be “blocked” at the entrance node to the
module. Linked to this, Roege et al. [57] postulate that—given a certain modular structure—system
components (modules) can function autonomously, if the essential functional aspects are covered
within the module itself. This is important in order to be able to detach parts of the network in the case
of (localized) perturbations, allowing for an overall stabilization of the functioning of unaffected parts
of the network, and thereby increasing the resilience of the network as a whole.
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4. Discussion
In the previous sections, we conceptualized resilience for energy systems as STS in transition,
taking into account both the social and the technical aspects. We operationalized the resilience of
socio-technical systems in transition based on the key attributes diversity and connectivity and derived
a set of indicators related to diversity and to connectivity patterns of the system. In the following we
engage in a discussion on: (1) Possible effects of different degrees of diversity and connectivity on the
resilience of transitions; (2) Implications of measuring the resilience of transitions for energy systems;
and (3) Future research needs.
4.1. Effects of Different Degrees of Diversity and Connectivity on the Resilience of Transitions
To understand how the selected indicators, relate to the resilience of a transition, we have to
combine the levels of each indicator presented above first at the level of attribute (i.e., diversity and
connectivity), second at the level of the system (social and technical), and third at the integrated level,
i.e., social-technical system. It must be considered that there is no linear relationship between the
indicators (and the levels) and the resilience of the transition. This means, as presented above, the
resilience of the system increases if there is a higher modularity, but obviously if the system is too
modular the resilience might decrease again, suggesting rather an u-curve than a linear relationship [51].
Thus, in the following we illustrate theoretically for four cases how different extreme values of diversity
and connectivity might mirror different states of the resilience of a transition. The empirical analysis
of two energy regions using these indicators follows in part two of this work: An indicator-based
approach for analyzing the resilience of transitions for energy regions. Part II: Empirical applications.
Regarding diversity the necessity of looking at the three indicators in an integrative way is
best stated by [100] (p. 1627) “... the most serious difficulty with conventional variety-balance indices
concerns the neglect of the crucial property of disparity . . . .This can yield manifest perverse results . . . ”.
We consider the same to be true if we aggregate the three indicators. Thereby, a key question is how the
weight of the three different indicators is defined. Furthermore, as shown by [105] the same value of
the aggregate indicator can be obtained with different values of the three indicators, however, having
a completely different outcome. In addition, for example, in the beginning of the transition, there
might be a high variety of arenas, whereas their balance comes only at a later stage.
The same is true for connectivity. While connectivity measures are inherently interrelated with
one another, the distinction between the three indicators helps to understand the underlying drivers
and barriers of cooperation and collaboration in the social sphere, which helps to build stability and
adaptive capacity along the transient pathway by means of steering current and future development,
and enabling innovation. In the technical sphere, the three connectivity measures allow to assess
the structural resilience of the system with regard to both external shocks, and internal disruptions.
This helps decision-makers to plan further adjustments in the energy infrastructure to drive the
transition towards higher sustainability.
We consider that what is true for diversity and connectivity is also true for the combination
of these two attributes. That is, the resilience of a transition cannot be studied by only considering
diversity or connectivity or by only analyzing the technical or social systems independent from each
other. In the following we illustrate in the form of fictive scenarios four possible constellations of
diversity and connectivity components and discuss their implications for transitions.
Case A (Diversity high, connectivity high):
The regional energy governance system is composed of a high variety of types of actors, which are
well distributed across the social arenas and which are very different from one another (e.g., politics,
artists, businesses). The actors are organized in distinct modules, which have a well-defined and
well-elaborated communication structure composed of direct communication paths, with low average
path lengths. There is a clearly defined central actor ensuring that the system is able to react to potential
crisis situations while still maintaining its governance stability. In the technical system, there is a diverse
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amount of different technology groups, which are different from each other and which occur in the same
share. This provides for a large and balanced technology portfolio. The different technologies are so
well connected to each other that despite the large portfolio, the efficiency of the energy system is not
negatively touched upon. The central organization (e.g., energy region manager) also supports an efficient
combination of the different energy technologies. In such a constellation, it is very likely that an energy
transition might be successful and fully supported by the social system and well embedded into the
current technical energy system. This would be an ideal-typical case of a resilient transition.
Case B (Diversity low, connectivity low):
The regional energy governance system is composed only of 1 or 2 very similar arenas (e.g., city
and community representatives) who have a segmented view of the social system within the energy
transition. The measures taken are shortsighted and do not consider all the actors involved, thus,
hampering the social acceptability of the transitions process itself. The low degree of centrality (e.g.,
no central managing actor) leads to a lack of central steering power by individual actors in the social
system which allows for uncontrolled growth of individual technical initiatives. In the technical system,
the technology portfolio consists of a few technology types, e.g., solar and nuclear, which are not well
balanced themselves. The high amount of, e.g., solar energy producers, who are not well integrated
into the grid, resulting in long average transmission paths, makes the system difficult to be steered.
This constellation is likely to cause severe technical, economic, and governance inefficiencies and the
energy transition is likely to fail. One empirical case that can partly be related to this constellation is
the case of the ökoEnergieland in Austria [19]. The transition process towards withdrawal from fossil
fuels was mainly initiated by two visionary leaders, the town’s engineer and the mayor of the town of
Güssing. One key innovation in the region was the development of the first combined heat-power
plant, installed in the town of Güssing. This plant provided a large share of the renewable energy
used in the region. In the further development of the transition one could observe increases in the
diversity of actors and technologies, however, a dominance of the two founders and the combined
heat-power technology prevailed and even though they were establishments of several businesses in
the region the connectivity with other relevant players in the region was rather low mimicked in the
populations lack of awareness and interest concerning energy-related issues [33]. However, a high
share of renewables in the energy portfolio was reached (amounting up to 52% in 2010 [19]). This low
diversity and connectivity finally, among other factors, led to a bankruptcy of the region in 2011 and
2016 [106–108].
Case C (Diversity high, connectivity low):
The regional energy governance system is composed of a high variety of types of actors, which are well
distributed across the social arenas and are different from one another (e.g., politics, artists, businesses).
However, the actors are not well organized and have not established a clear communication structure.
Thus, communication takes a long time, is inefficient and often does not reach the correct addressee.
There are several central actors causing high transaction costs and low reactivity within the system.
In the technical system, there is a diverse amount of technology groups with a very similar overall
share. This provides a large and balanced technology portfolio. As the different technologies are not
well connected to each other, the transmission pathways are long, causing high inefficiencies within
the energy system. As there is no explicit central organization, i.e., there are no central actors with
steering capacity coordinating the development of and coordination between the large amount of
technologies prevalent in the region. In such a constellation, there are two forces that could affect
the transition. On the one hand diversity measures indicate an optimal starting point for further
developments toward the transition goal. On the other hand, as the system components are not well
connected and high inefficiencies prevail, it is not clear whether the energy transition would fail or
would reach a stabilization point, if connectivity is further enhanced. Case C, thus, could indicate an
intermediate stage within the transition of the regional energy system. A case that has some aspects
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of this constellation, is the energy transformation in the energy region Weiz-Gleisdorf (see also Part
II: Empirical applications). This case shows high diversity in the social and technical systems, a high
connectivity in the social system, but a rather low connectivity in the technical system. The share of
renewable energies in the regions was around 26% in 2010 [33].
Case D (Diversity low, connectivity high):
The regional energy governance system is composed only of 1 or 2 very similar arenas (e.g., city
and community representatives), who have a segmented view of the social system within the energy
transition. The measures taken are shortsighted and do not consider all the actors involved, thus
hindering the social acceptability of the transitions process itself. There is nevertheless a high degree
of centrality and the actors are organized in modules. This and very efficient communication ways
ensure that the system can react, even though only partly, to external demands. In the technical system
the portfolio consists of a few technology types, e.g., solar and nuclear, which are not well balanced
themselves. The high amount of, e.g., solar energy producers or large wind energy producers is well
integrated into the grid, resulting in short average path lengths, and there is well established modular
system in place, so that the energy technologies which are present are easy to handle and to steer in
case of external perturbations. This constellation is likely to lead to a partially stable transition as on
the one hand the available technologies are well managed but, on the other hand, relevant technologies
might not be considered and thus not integrated into the transition. The low integration of the different
arenas leads to low acceptability and potentially low inclusion of relevant actors hindering a complete
transition. An example for this type of transition could be the transitions in the northern part of
Germany, where the regions rely mostly on wind energy as the sources of renewable energy. These four
examples showed that when studying the resilience of the transition of an energy system it is essential
to include both the aspects of diversity and connectivity, as well as the social and technical systems.
If we would neglect one or the other we would run into the problem of taking wrong decisions and
making wrong policy recommendations.
4.2. Implication for Measuring Resilience along the Transition Path
When reflecting on the role of diversity and connectivity for resilience, following the logic of the
adaptive cycle [56] the overall level of diversity is likely to decrease over the course of a transition,
while the overall level of connectivity might increase. Our case A above shows for the energy system
that even a high diversity can lead to a high resilience if the connectivity of the system is set-up in
an optimal way.
In the technical system, the balance and disparity are likely to decrease along the transition path,
due to economies of scale, while variety is likely to stabilize at a certain point (number of mature
technologies). With regard to connectivity, the centrality will likely increase both in the social and
technical systems, because a smaller number of actors and production sites will provide the same level
of service, while the (qualitative) differentiation between the units increases over time. The average
path length is likely to stabilize at a level that allows efficient processes, while allowing for a certain
structural flexibility.
4.3. Future Research
Further research should focus on two main aspects. First, a further differentiation with
the concepts of diversity and connectivity is needed, regarding the question, whether and how
an integrated set of indicators should be built and how their different levels can be interpreted with
respect to the resilience of the transition process. Second, the indicators have to be tested empirically
to ensure their applicability, interpretability and usability for policy development. We propose an
empirical application of the indicators to an Austrian case study region in An Indicator-Based Approach
for Analyzing the Resilience of Transitions for Energy Regions. Part II: Empirical Application (also
part of the present Special Issue).
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we conceptualize and operationalize the resilience of socio-technical energy systems
in transition. We take up a resilience understanding from social-ecological systems (SES) research
and apply it to regional energy systems. We derive a set of six indicators related to diversity and
connectivity, which characterize the resilience of a regional energy system. Diversity can be measured
by variety, balance and disparity of the system, whereas connectivity can be measured by average
path length, degree centrality and modularity. These indicators provide metrics for analyzing the
resilience of energy transitions across regions. They allow for an empirical investigation into the
different structural aspects of energy systems in transition, and their evolution over time.
For analyzing the resilience of the transition at a certain stage of the transitions it is important
to look at the six indicators simultaneously. The four theoretical examples presented show that only
when studying the six indicators concomitantly we can achieve a meaningful interpretation of the
results. The precise way of how the diversity and connectivity measures relate to each other in practice
is subject to further empirical analysis.
Regarding the role of diversity and connectivity along the transition path, our theoretical analyses
suggest that diversity is likely to decrease along the transition path, while connectivity is likely to
increase. Thereby the development of each of the indicators relating to diversity and connectivity
might vary from each other.
Further research will have to determine the explanatory power of our indicators for the analysis
of resilience in energy transitions in general, and provide insights on how regional characteristics and
political regulations, affect the real-world values of the diversity and connectivity measures. This will
allow us to derive contextual policy-recommendations for a resilient management of regional energy
transitions in the future.
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